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MEETING MINUTES

Project: Brighton Area School – 2012 Bond Projects

Location: BECC Board Room

Date & Time: November 14, 2012 3:00 pm

Re: Building & Site Committee Meeting

Attendees:
Beth Minert – BAS John Thompson - BAS
Bill Trombley – BAS Dr. Greg Gray - BAS
Dr. Maria Gistinger – BAS
Matt Marino – BAS Jeff Hamilton – Auch
Elson Liu – BAS Paul Twigg – BM Tech
T.J. O’Connor – SHW Tim Scott – Auch

Meeting Minutes:

1. Previous meeting minutes were reviewed and approved with no revision.

2. O’Connor and Hamilton reviewed the status of the retro-commissioning of the high
school mechanical systems.

a. The commissioning agent has been on site since Monday monitoring water
and air readings and investigating the functioning of the system.

b. Steve Robbins from Auch informed the agent of the original design intent and
operation of the most recent system. Steve was heavily involved in the
management of the installation for Auch.

c. Some of the existing steam piping that was in good shape was reused when
the HVAC system was converted to hot water heating in lieu of steam. The
reused pipe may be oversized and contribute to excess air in the system.
This will be looked at in more detail by the retro-commissioning team.

d. The commissioning will be ongoing for a year to assess the system in
heating and cooling seasons. Most of the work will be done evenings, with
daytime work done in mechanical and non-student spaces.

e. The commissioning team will make minimal adjustments to the system during
the assessment, but rather their report will make recommendations to system
adjustments based on their findings.

3. Architectural & Engineering Update
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uncovered during coordination meetings that require the committee’s input.
1) One of two existing water heaters has failed and the other may not be

too far behind. Due to the poor water condition (high iron content) the
heaters do not last long. The water heater should be replaced. The type
of heater should be determined as well, since the high efficiency are
more costly and don’t last long enough to benefit on the energy savings.
SHW will explore the options and make a recommendation. The
replacement will be included in the current construction documents.

2) The reconfiguration of the bus loop at Spencer displaces two of the
existing site light poles and raises the question of whether lighting should
be provided at the west lot/bus loop reconstruction. The committee
recommended adding the lighting of the west lot to the construction
documents as an alternate. At a minimum the conduit to base locations
could be installed for future lighting.

b. Viridis has reviewed DD (Design Development) drawings for Hawkins with
the Livingston County Drainage Commission and they have been able to
reduce the size of the retention basin by 25% to allow for a smaller footprint
that does not impact the current ball field. The basin is located along the
southeast corner of the site. There was discussion over whether the basin
should be fenced. The slopes on the sides of the basin are very gradual and
it is not anticipated there will be any standing water. It was decided to take a
wait and see approach once the basin is in place and fencing can be added if
desired.

c. SHW Architects and Viridis Site Planners will meet next week with
playground committees to review the play area layouts prior to completing
the bid documents.

4. Construction Update
a. Scott stated the concrete walk replacement will take two days for removal

and installation. Work will be scheduled after the Thanksgiving break and
coordinated with the Senior Center.

b. Door submittals should be submitted soon. Based on lead times after
approval, door replacements will likely start in February. Trombley requested
that video of before and after conditions are made for each project. Marino
will head this up, with assistance from Auch.

c. Auch stated the local contractor Outreach meetings held at 1:00 pm on
October 31

st
and 7:00 pm on November 8

th
were lightly attended with about a

half dozen at the day meeting approximately 20 at the evening.
d. Upcoming milestones were discussed. Auch & SHW discussed packaging of

projects for bidding. Auch does not want to bid all projects at once as it will
be challenging for bidders with so many different buildings. Staggering the
bids will also give those bidders with limited bonding capabilities more
opportunities. The unsuccessful bidders will have opportunity on subsequent
packages as well. The high school and Scranton projects will be bid first and
all remaining buildings will be in a second release. SHW will provide HS &
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th
. The balance will

be provided on January 25. Auch will release corresponding packages for
bids on January 7

th
and February 4

th
.

e. There may be an early demolition package for the structure under the home
bleacher and the visitor bleachers. This will facilitate a quicker start to the
stadium project in the spring and uncover any issues with the condition under
the structures.

5. Technology Update
a. The network/wireless/phone bids are due November 20th. We have had a

good turnout at the pre-bid.
b. Schedule. BAS, Auch, SHW, and BMC met to coordinate the technology

implementation and construction schedules.

1. Summer 2013:
a. Complete wireless install at all schools
b. Install classroom displays, network, security, and cabling

infrastructure at Brighton HS, Scranton MS, and Maltby Intermediate.
1. Elson, Matt, and BMC meeting with representatives from

Scranton, Maltby, and Brighton HS to discuss standard
layouts for each building. The group is leaning toward
installing a projector and a LCD display in each
classroom. Discussed having SHW base the electrical
design on two displays per classroom as a worst case for
load, knowing may end up being only one.

2. Summer 2014:
a. Install classroom displays, network, security, and cabling

infrastructure at the elementary schools, Miller, and BECC.
b. Install network video distribution system

c. Security Design. Based on the SD needs, BMC walked the buildings looking
at individual needs, and BAS reviewed for areas needing coverage. This
added a fairly large number of cameras. For example, the locker bays at
Scranton now have a camera for each row of lockers adding ~18 additional
cameras. Matt will review all of the camera locations and identify which will
be included in the base bid and which will be bid as alternates.

d. Computer Purchases. BAS established requirements for classroom
computers (laptops) and some computer labs and reviewed the needs with
the technology committee.

e. Building technology committees are discussing what equipment they would
like to pilot. Some pilot's will not be fully possible until the wireless is
installed in 2013. Most buildings are asking teachers to submit applications
for systems they are hoping to pilot. The committee will review all
applications and make recommendations. The goal will be to have a broad
base of pilots that align with the technology committee rubric, and the
teachers will be willing to share their experience with the rest of the group.
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November 26th was previewed. The following comments were noted:

a. At Hornung the playfield area on the east side will have some slope east to
west that provides a wider area for play and eliminates the existing more
extreme slopes. It was recommended that fencing be provided along the
road side of the field.

b. The existing generator should be turned over to the district when the new is
installed. Possible uses for the generator will be investigated, potentially for
mechanical pumps and phone system at Hawkins. It would not be cost
effective for emergency lighting due to wiring and fixture replacements
required to tie to a generator.

c. At Spencer replacement of the asphalt play surface will be bid as an
alternate and packaged with the parking lot reconstruction. This will allow
the school to extend its play equipment budget for more structures instead.

d. Trombley requested SHW solicit proposals for an assessment survey of all
site conditions at the schools to provide a recommendation of short and
long term maintenance needs.

e. There was extensive discussion regarding the concerns of nearby Scranton
residents with regards to placement of the stadium to the north of the
building vs. the east side. The DD presentation does not include a design
option on the east side as the athletic design committee has been meeting
for months and early on determined the north location was much more
feasible and offered many advantages over the east location. The residents
requested that the district consider providing a lower and longer bleacher
configuration as was discussed at a previous meeting with district. It was
also suggested that landscaping be provided along the backside of the
bleachers. There is no budget for landscaping; however consideration will
be made at the end of the project if needed to screen the stadium.

f. The estimates for the DD package are within budget. There are alternates
broken out for items that are desired but not in the original bond scope.
These items will be evaluated and approved by the Board if bids are under
budget or the district desires to use contingency for the added scope. The
estimate summary is attached.

7. The next meeting is scheduled for November 28 at 3:00 pm at BECC.

The above represents the items discussed and conclusions reached. If there are any
required clarifications please contact the undersigned.

T.J. O’Connor, AIA, LEED® AP
Associate | Project Manager

Distribution: Meeting attendees, SHW Team, SHW project file, Starr Acromite – BAS


